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The Assured Forwarding (AF) service of the IETF Diﬀserv architecture provides a qualitative service diﬀerentiation between classes of traﬃc. However, diﬀerent bandwidth is allocated
between ﬂows within the aggregate in AF service, when TCP ﬂows with diﬀerent Round Trip
Times (RTTs) are aggregated into one AF class. This unfair situation for each TCP ﬂow
should be solved. Main reason of unfair bandwidth allocation is TCP congestion control. In
this paper, we propose Fair Rate-conscious TCP (FR-TCP) to improve fairness of the bandwidth within the aggregate. FR-TCP (1) deﬁnes fairness and Fair Rate (FR) as minimum
bandwidth of each aggregated ﬂow, notiﬁes FR to sender TCP and (3) controls TCP congestion window based on FR. We evaluate proposed FR-TCP through computer simulations
with Network Simulator version 2 (ns-2). The results show that FR-TCP controls congestion window to get bandwidth according to Fair Rate and allocates fair bandwidth eﬃciently
within the aggregate. FR-TCP controls sending rate promptly where the number of ﬂows
is dynamically changing. Even though FR-TCP and the current TCP are heterogeneous,
FR-TCP showed the eﬀectiveness.

sured Forwarding (AF) PHB group 4) .
EF service is a PHB to provide virtual leased
line to the ﬂow. Since each router limits incoming rate of aggregate ﬂow to guaranteed bandwidth in EF service, packets of aggregate ﬂow
rarely wait at the buﬀer of router in the network. EF service provides low loss, low latency,
low jitter and guaranteed bandwidth service.
Thus EF service is used when users want to
make virtual private network.
On the other hand, AF service is qualitative PHB to realize Better Than Best Eﬀort
service. AF service guarantees average transmitting rate in the network. When there is
unused bandwidth by other ﬂows, every ﬂows
can increase their transmitting rate more than
SLA. Consider contract rate is R Mbps. Traﬃc
Congestion Control System (TCS) gives IN proﬁle to packets of aggregate ﬂow, when average
transmitting rate of aggregate ﬂow is less than
R Mbps. And the packets exceeding R Mbps
are marked with OUT of proﬁle. When link
gets congested, OUT packets will be discarded
ﬁrst. This system can be accepted and guarantee R Mbps to aggregate ﬂow at each domain,
even the ﬂow passes through a number of Diﬀserv domains.
In AF service, TCP traﬃc is often used to
provide assured bandwidth. However, AF service guarantees bandwidth to only aggregates of
TCP ﬂows. AF service leads to diﬀerent bandwidth allocation between ﬂows within the aggregate, when TCP ﬂows with diﬀerent Round

1. Introduction
In the broadband era of the Internet, a growing number of applications require a form of
end-to-end quality of service (QoS) such as delay, jitter, throughput, and error rate. The
best-eﬀort service model supported by the Internet does not meet such requirements.
To overcome the inherent limitation of the
best-eﬀort Internet, the diﬀerentiated services
(Diﬀserv) 1),2) are being embodied. An attractive feature of the Diﬀserv is that it does not
require admission control or per-ﬂow classiﬁcation, and is therefore scalable on both the control and data paths.
Each user is associated with a Service Level
Agreement (SLA), which is a contract between
a customer and Internet Service Provider.
Based on SLA, Diﬀserv network marks Diﬀserv
Code Point (DSCP) on packets at the edge of
the network and provides a qualitative service
diﬀerentiation between classes of traﬃc according to DSCP. The packets in the same class are
marked the same DSCP and classiﬁed into a
class.
At network boundaries, these marked packets are treated according to Per Hop Behaviors (PHB) speciﬁed for each service class. Two
PHB groups have been deﬁned, namely Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB group 3) and As† Faculty of Science and Technology, Keio University
†† Tokyo University of Technology
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Trip Times (RTTs) are aggregated into one AF
class. RTT is the time it takes for a packet
to travel from sender to receiver and then back
to the sender, and it is the sum of propagation
delay and queuing delay.
It is known that this problem arises when
TCP ﬂows with diﬀerent RTTs send packets in
the Internet even if they do not go through Diﬀserv networks 5) . Since, AF service in Diﬀserv
networks is priority forwarding, it is needed to
allocate fair bandwidth to each ﬂow more than
best-eﬀort service and this problem in AF service should be solved promptly.
In this paper, we propose FR-TCP to improve the fairness of bandwidth in cooperation
with network nodes and end hosts over Diﬀserv networks. We (1) deﬁne a fair bandwidth
as FR, (2) introduce the FR notiﬁcation mechanism to sender TCP and (3) propose congestion
control mechanism with notiﬁed FR.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the problem of unfair bandwidth allocation. We propose new
mechanisms in Section 3 and performance evaluations are presented in Section 4. Related
work is expressed in Section 5, after which conclusions follow in Section 6.
2. Unfair Bandwidth Allocation
In general, when we use AF service, each organization like individual and enterprise makes
one SLA. Many ﬂows are aggregated into one
SLA and each aggregated ﬂow receives shared
distribution that is guaranteed by networks.
Since each ﬂow within one aggregate receives
identical service, each ﬂow should share guaranteed bandwidth equally. However, when multiple ﬂows with diﬀerent RTTs are aggregated,
unfair bandwidth allocation between ﬂows is
observed.
Unfair bandwidth allocation in Diﬀserv network is related closely to TCP congestion control mechanism. First, we describe TCP congestion control mechanism.
2.1 New Reno 6)
There are many techniques for TCP congestion control mechanisms and New Reno is the
most common TCP implementation on the Internet. We focus on New Reno as congestion
control mechanism in this paper. New Reno is
a variant of TCP Reno 7) with a little modiﬁcation within Fast Recovery algorithm.
New Reno controls sending rate according
to network condition using congestion window
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(cwnd). In congestion avoidance, New Reno
increases cwnd by 1 segment of cwnd every
1 RTT and sets ssthresh at the half value
of cwnd for each received Acknowledgment
(ACK). Ssthresh is used to determine whether
the slow start or congestion avoidance algorithm is used to control data transmission 8) .
When cwnd is higher than ssthresh, congestion
avoidance is used. Otherwise, the slow start is.
For each loss event, cwnd is set to the value of
the ssthresh in order to avoid network congestion. TCP Reno controls the cwnd as follows:
1
cwnd = cwnd +
cwnd
(each received ACK) (1)
1
(2)
ssthresh = cwnd
2
cwnd = ssthresh (each loss event) (3)
2.2 Reasons of Unfair Bandwidth Allocation
In New Reno, ﬂow with longer RTT increases
cwnd and ssthresh more slowly than ﬂow with
shorter RTT. New Reno connection with slower
increasing window cannot adapt sending rate
to network condition promptly, while connection with faster increasing window takes more
available bandwidth. It leads to unfair bandwidth allocation. Moreover ﬂow with longer
RTT sets ssthresh at the less value than that of
shorter RTT, because cwnd of ﬂow with longer
RTT is smaller then that of ﬂow with shorter
RTT. Therefore, cwnd of ﬂow with longer RTT
is set at the smaller value then that of ﬂow with
shorter RTT even for loss event.
There is another explanation way for unfair
bandwidth allocation. Based on received ACK
and packet loss, TCP congestion control mechanism controls the cwnd to transmit packets effectively. As a result, packet loss event arises
periodically. Thus, throughput (T ) is related
to packet loss rate (p) and RTT, and TCP
New Reno response function is computed as follows 9) :
1.22
T =
(4)
RT T × p0.5
As you can see, ﬂow’s RTT obviously has
a great inﬂuence on its throughput and lead
to unfair bandwidth allocation. From Eq. (4),
throughput is inverse proportional to RTT,
which leads to unfair bandwidth allocation.
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Table 1 Simulation result when ﬂows with diﬀerent
RTTs are aggregated.

Fig. 1 Simulated network.

2.3 Situation Where Flows with Different RTTs are Aggregated
When each aggregated ﬂow is transmitted under the same condition, bandwidth guaranteed
by the SLA is allocated to each ﬂow evenly.
However, ﬂows under various conditions are aggregated in usual situation. Such conditions
result in unfair bandwidth allocation between
ﬂows. In this paper, we focus on the diﬀerence
of RTT, which has a great impact on fairness
of bandwidth in TCP ﬂows 10) .
In general, the simplest service called oneto-one service model guarantees bandwidth between one sender and one receiver. In this service, it is considered that condition of every ﬂow
is similar. However, as to AF service for many
receivers, one-to-few service model and one-toany service model are also proposed 11) .
Taking cost of contracts and network utility into consideration, one-to-few and one-toany service model are more eﬀective. Under
such circumstances, multiple ﬂows with diﬀerent RTTs are aggregated into one SLA. This
is why the situation where ﬂows with diﬀerent
RTTs are aggregated is more familiar in Diﬀserv networks.
2.4 Example of Unfair Bandwidth Allocation
In order to make unfair bandwidth allocation
clearly understandable, we simulated one example of this problem.
We evaluate New Reno through computer
simulations with Network Simulator version 2
(ns-2) 12) . The simulated network is shown in
Fig. 1. Bandwidth of each link is 10 Mbps. The
contracted bandwidth 9 Mbps is shared among
all 6 TCP ﬂows in the aggregate. It is reasonable for individual ﬂow to achieve 1.5 Mbps as
fair bandwidth. RTTs of ﬂows from 1 to 6 are
40, 80, 120, 160, 200 and 240 ms, respectively.
Table 1 reﬂects each throughput through
computer simulation when TCP ﬂows with different RTTs are aggregated. As shown in Table 1, the achieved throughput of individual

Flow
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

RTT
(ms)
40
80
120
160
200
240

Throughput
(Mbps)
3.06735
2.08503
1.59616
1.27275
1.11065
0.85136
9.98330

ﬂow varies due to its RTT. Although the aggregate as a whole exceeds the contracted rate,
we see ﬂows with shorter RTTs show higher
throughput, while ﬂows with longer RTTs do
not achieve fair bandwidth allocation. Therefore, bandwidth allocation between ﬂows is unfair when RTTs of ﬂows are diﬀerent.
3. Proposed Mechanism
In this section, we propose Fair Rateconscious TCP (FR-TCP) to improve fairness
of the bandwidth within the aggregate. We
(1) deﬁne fairness and Fair Rate (FR) as minimum bandwidth of each aggregated ﬂow, (2)
make edge routers notify FR to sender TCP
and (3) propose TCP congestion control mechanism based on FR to realize average bandwidth
to improve fairness of bandwidth.
3.1 Deﬁnition of Fairness
AF service leads to unfair bandwidth allocation between ﬂows within the aggregate. To
allocate fair bandwidth among all ﬂows in any
circumstance of RTT, we need to improve the
existing mechanism. All ﬂows should share contracted bandwidth equally.
We deﬁne fairness as the state where bandwidth of each ﬂow sharing the bottleneck link
between every ﬂow is allocated equally. It is
reasonable to allocate bandwidth equally, even
when ﬂows have diﬀerent RTTs, because bandwidth of the all ﬂows is allocated equally when
each ﬂow has the same situation. In addition,
we deﬁne the appropriate forwarding rate that
each ﬂow within the aggregate should achieve,
as FR. FR is calculated at edge routers as follows.
Contracted Rate
.
(5)
FR =
Number of Flows
Contracted Rate is allocated bandwidth for
aggregate ﬂows and contracted in SLA.
3.2 FR Notiﬁcation
Edge routers compute FR with contracted
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bandwidth and aggregated ﬂow number. Since
the number of aggregated ﬂow is changing dynamically, FR-TCP catches up accurate number with the help of Policy Server 13) .
Policy Server manages contracted information and resource in networks and provides feasible policy control according to dynamic network change. When users make new connection
of guarantee service, the sender sends a request
message to Policy Server. When Policy Server
detects the change in the number of aggregated
ﬂows, it upgrades information in edge routers.
FR computed by edge routers needs to be notiﬁed to sender TCP in order to control sending rate based on FR. In FR-TCP, edge routers
write FR on packets and the receiver TCP is informed of FR. The receiver TCP piggybacks FR
on ACK, then sender TCP receives FR within
one RTT.
3.3 Congestion Control of FR-TCP
3.3.1 Sending Rate Control
TCP increases cwnd for each received ACK
and decreases it for each loss event. In FR-TCP
we make change in cwnd decrease and not in
cwnd increase.
FR-TCP increases 1 segment of cwnd every 1
RTT for each received ACK, which is the same
response as New Reno. The proposed FR-TCP
is based on New Reno congestion control in order to promote introducing FR-TCP to TCP
heterogeneous situation. For each loss event,
cwnd is set to the value of the ssthresh in order
to avoid network congestion. To keep throughput above FR, FR-TCP always apply ssthresh
to FR conscious value.
Since sending rate is computed as
cwnd × Sizeseg
,
(6)
sending rate =
RT T
target cwnd should be
RT T × target rate
cwnd =
,
(7)
Sizeseg
where Sizeseg is sending segment size. In order to let every ﬂow send packets at the rate
more than FR, minimum of cwnd, which is ssT ×F R
thersh, should be set RT
Sizeseg .
In this paper, for clarity, we call existing ssthresh ssthreshexist and new ssthresh
Sender FR-TCP calculates
ssthreshF R .
ssthreshF R with FR and estimated RTT ☆ .
☆

Estimation of current RTT (srtt) is calculated as follows, with measured RTT (rtt) and constant number (α).
srtt = α × srtt + (1 − α) × rtt
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Therefore FR-TCP controls the cwnd as follows:
1
cwnd = cwnd +
cwnd
(each received ACK) (8)
RT T × F R
SsthreshF R =
(9)
Sizeseg
cwnd = ssthreshF R
(each loss event) (10)
In our system, each ﬂow can always keep
its cwnd more than ssthreshF R . When the
ﬂow’s cwnd is ssthreshF R , sending rate will be
ssthreshF R ×Sizeseg
F R(=
). Therefore the ﬂow
RT T
can send packets at least at FR. And when there
is uncontracted link bandwidth, each ﬂow can
make use of it.
3.3.2 Utilization of Explicit Congestion Notiﬁcation (ECN) 14)
We also introduce ECN mechanism into FRTCP congestion control mechanisms. When
ECN detects congestion, FR-TCP sets cwnd to
ssthreshF R . ECN enables to avoid decreasing
sending rate caused by retransmission.
When packet loss is detected by reception
of duplicated ACKs or time out of retransmission timer, TCP congestion control prefers retransmitting lost packets to transmitting normal data. During retransmission, no new segments are transmitted and transmission rate is
very low. Since FR-TCP retransmission control
is based on New Reno, overhead for retransmission is proportional to RTT. Flows with longer
RTT take longer time to recover from retransmission than ﬂows with shorter RTT. Then only
FR-TCP window control does not achieve all
data transmission at above FR.
ECN mechanism enables FR-TCP to detect
congestion without packet loss. After FR-TCP
detects congestion, it set cwnd to ssthreshF R
to keep data transmission at above FR.
4. Evaluation
We evaluate proposed FR-TCP through computer simulations in comparison to New Reno
with ns-2. The simulated network is shown in
Fig. 2. Bandwidth of each link is 10 Mbps.
Multiple ﬂows are aggregated in Diﬀserv network. Link delay is changed in order to aggregate TCP ﬂows with diﬀerent RTTs. At the
core router, RIO 15)〔Random Early Detection
(RED) with IN and OUT〕was simulated. RIO
implements RED 16) dropping policy, instead of
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Fig. 2 Simulated network.

Fig. 4 Result of situation where RTT of only one ﬂow
is diﬀerent from the others. It shows throughput dynamics of the ﬂow when RTT is changing. RTTs of ﬂow 1 to 5 are 40 ms and ﬂow 6
is t ms.

Fig. 3 Result of situation where RTTs of ﬂow are
diﬀerent. Throughput of each ﬂow is shown.
RTTs of ﬂow 1 to 6 are 40, 80, 120, 160, 200
and 240 ms.

drop tail, for both IN and OUT of proﬁle traﬃc
on packets.
We evaluate FR-TCP in point of fairness of
bandwidth, adaptability to multiple contracts,
adaptability to dynamic change of ﬂow number
and adaptability to heterogeneous environment.
4.1 Fairness of Bandwidth
We run three types of simulation to analyze
fairness of bandwidth.
4.1.1 Situation Where RTTs of Flow
Are Diﬀerent
Figure 3 shows measured throughput of each
ﬂow with FR-TCP compared to New Reno
through computer simulation as we have explained earlier. The contracted bandwidth
9 Mbps is shared among all 6 ﬂows in the aggregate and FR is 1.5 Mbps. RTTs of ﬂows from
1 to 6 are 40, 80, 120, 160, 200 and 240 ms,
respectively.
Fairness index (F ) 17) of New Reno and FRTCP are 0.835 and 0.996, respectively. Where
throughput of ith ﬂow is Ri and number of ﬂows
is n, F is calculated as follows. It is fair, when
F is close to 1.
n
2
(
Ri )
(11)
F = i=1
2
n( ni=1 Ri )

Fig. 5 Result of situation where RTT of only one ﬂow
is diﬀerent from the others. It shows fairness
of bandwidth against RTT is shown. RTTs of
ﬂow 1 to 5 are 40 ms and ﬂow 6 is t ms.

As for F , proposed FR-TCP improves fairness of bandwidth in comparison to New Reno.
FR-TCP in Fig. 3 shows that every ﬂow using FR-TCP transmits data at above FR, while
ﬂows with longer RTTs transmit less data than
FR when New Reno is used.
4.1.2 Situation Where RTT of Only
One Flow Is Diﬀerent from The
Others
Figure 4 shows FR-TCP throughput dynamics of one ﬂow with changed RTT in the
network and Fig. 5 shows FR-TCP dynamics
of F , compared to New Reno. In this simulation, we evaluate fairness of bandwidth when
multiple ﬂows with same RTT except one are
aggregated and RTT of the only one ﬂow is
changed. The contracted bandwidth 9 Mbps is
shared among all 6 ﬂows in the aggregate and
FR is 1.5 Mbps. RTTs of ﬂows from 1 to 5 are
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Table 2 Results of situation where 2 AF bandwidth
guarantee agreements are contracted. Rate
and F of Contract A and B are expressed.
SLA
No
A
B

New Reno
Rate
F
6.3427 0.89063
3.6567 0.89486

FR-TCP
Rate
F
6.5413 0.99840
3.4587 0.99622

Fig. 6 Result of situation where diﬀerent number of
ﬂows are aggregated. Fairness of bandwidth
against the number of ﬂows is shown. RTTs of
one half of the total ﬂows are 40 ms and RTTs
of the others are 240 ms.

40 and RTT of ﬂow 6 is t (from 30 to 1210) ms.
As we see in Fig. 4, throughput of ﬂow 6 in
New Reno decreases when RTT increases. On
the other hand, FR-TCP transmits data of ﬂow
6at more than FR even though only one of RTT
is much longer than the rest. Moreover Fig. 5
assures that F of FR-TCP keeps around 1 and
FR-TCP improves fairness of bandwidth. It
is concluded that FR-TCP is more eﬀective as
changing RTT is relatively longer.
4.1.3 Situation Where Diﬀerent Number of Flows Are Aggregated
Figure 6 shows FR-TCP dynamics of F ,
compared to New Reno when the various number of ﬂows with diﬀerent RTTs is aggregated.
The contracted bandwidth 9 Mbps is shared
among 2 to 20 ﬂows in the aggregate. RTTs of
one half of the total ﬂows are 40 ms and RTTs
of the others are 240 ms.
From Fig. 6, F of New Reno is far from 1
regardless of the number of ﬂows. It means New
Reno allocates unfair bandwidth. On the other
hand, FR-TCP keeps F around 1. Therefore,
FR-TCP can allocate fair bandwidth regardless
the number of ﬂows.
4.2 Adaptability to Multiple Contracts
Table 2 reﬂects measurement of throughput
for whole contract (Rate) and fairness of bandwidth per contract (F ), compared to New Reno.
In this simulation, we evaluate FR-TCP when 2
AF bandwidth guarantee agreements, A and B,
are contracted. Contracted bandwidth of A is
6 Mbps to be shared among all 6 ﬂows in the aggregate and FR is 1.0 Mbps. Contracted bandwidth of B is 3 Mbps to be shared among all

Fig. 7 TCP throughput dynamics at sender in the
case of changing number of ﬂows.

6 ﬂows in the aggregate and FR is 0.5 Mbps.
RTT of 6 ﬂows in the both contract are 40, 80,
120, 160, 200 and 240 ms.
As shown in Table 2, FR-TCP improves fairness of bandwidth in both contracts, keeping
almost same total rate as New Reno. We
conclude that FR-TCP improves fairness when
multiple contracts are made in the same link.
4.3 Adaptability to Dynamic Change
of Flow Number
Figure 7 shows throughput dynamics at
sender, when the number of aggregated ﬂows
is dynamically changing. The contracted bandwidth 9 Mbps is shared among randomized
ﬂows changing every 20 seconds. RTT of every ﬂow is 40 ms.
Even if FR is dynamically changing, we see
FR-TCP adapts its sending rate to the change
promptly. It is found that FR-TCP works eﬀectively even when the number of ﬂow is changed
dynamically.
4.4 Adaptability to Heterogeneous
Environment
Figure 8 shows measured throughput of each
ﬂow of FR-TCP and New Reno in 2 conditions.
In this simulation we evaluate FR-TCP in heterogeneous environment where New Reno and
FR-TCP exist within the aggregate. The contracted bandwidth 9 Mbps is shared among all 6
ﬂows in the aggregate and fair Rate is 1.5 Mbps.
The condition of 6 ﬂows is shown in Table 3.
In condition B, every ﬂow of FR-TCP (ﬂow 1
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Fig. 8 Result of adaptability to heterogeneous
environment.
Table 3 The condition of ﬂow in the simulation of
adaptability to heterogeneous environment.
ﬂow No.
RTT (ms)
condition A
condition B

1
40

2
3
120 240
New Reno
FR-TCP

4
40

5
6
120 240
New Reno
New Reno

to 3) realizes throughput higher than FR under
such heterogeneous environment. F of condition A and condition B are 0.829 and 0.884,
respectively. As F of condition B shows higher
value than one of condition A, condition B is
more fair than condition A. This is because FRTCP improves F of FR-TCP ﬂow (ﬂow 1 to 3)
in condition B, while F of New Reno ﬂow (ﬂow
4 to 6) in condition B keeps the same fairness
as condition A. As a result, FR-TCP improves
fairness and realizes FR in heterogeneous environment with New Reno.
5. Related Work
So far, much research on fair bandwidth
within the aggregate has been done.
Lin, et al. 18) reported enhancement of Time
Sliding Window proﬁler and RIO queue management mechanism at the core routers for
resource allocation. However, this proposal
requires changing mechanism at core router,
which seems to be the negation of the Diﬀserv
principles and has concerns about performance
decrement.
As far edge router, Yeom, et al. 19) proposed
that edge routers manage information of each
ﬂow and improved fairness when ﬂows with different RTTs were aggregated. Nandy et al. 20)
improved queuing algorithm to solve unfair allocation when ﬂows with diﬀerent RTTs are aggregated. In these proposals edge routers need
to manage RTT of each ﬂow, which leads to
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scalability problem.
CSFQ 21) is also proposed for fair queuing. In
this architecture, edge routers have to compute
each ﬂow’s rate. Estimating each ﬂow’s rate
also leads to scalability problem when number
of ﬂow gets greater. In FR-TCP, network nodes
do not have to manage information of each ﬂow.
Edge routers manage information of the aggregate, count the number of ﬂow and estimate
fair bandwidth, which lightens scalability problem other proposals has.
Another approach for fair bandwidth allocation, taken by XCP 22) , uses explicit feedback
from routers for congestion control. XCP need
make much change in packet header, end host
and edge router. On the other hand, FR-TCP
realizes fair allocation with easy calculations.
Fang, et al. 23) set window increase during
congestion avoidance and increased cwnd of every ﬂow at a constant rate to remove the inﬂuence of RTT diﬀerences. When New Reno
ﬂows and ﬂows with proposed mechanism are
aggregated, a problem on unfairness arises due
to diﬀerent congestion control mechanism. The
cause of this problem is that New Reno ﬂows
increase window at a diﬀerent rate compared
to ﬂows with proposed mechanism.
Lahanas, et al. 24) also proposed congestion
control algorithm for ﬂows with diﬀerent RTTs
and calculated appropriate window increase
and decrease. This proposal is efective but
needs complicated calculation. FR-TCP realizes fair bandwidth allocation with easy calculation.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we propose FR-TCP to improve
the fairness of bandwidth in cooperation with
network nodes and end hosts over Diﬀserv networks. We (1) deﬁne a fair bandwidth as FR,
(2) introduce the FR notiﬁcation mechanism to
sender TCP and (3) propose congestion control
mechanism with notiﬁed FR.
We evaluate the capability of FR-TCP mechanism through computer simulations. The
result shows FR-TCP improves the fairness
of bandwidth allocation eﬃciently regardless
of RTT and the number of aggregated ﬂows.
When multiple contracts are made in the same
link, FR-TCP realizes the fair allocation of
each contract. FR-TCP controls sending rate
promptly where the number of ﬂows is dynamically changing. Even though FR-TCP and
the current TCP are heterogeneous, FR-TCP
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showed the eﬀectiveness. Therefore, the proposed FR-TCP makes greater contribution to
the fair bandwidth allocation under various environments.
An immediate extension to this work is fair
allocation of uncontructed bandwidth. FRTCP does not realize fair allocation of uncontructed bandwidth completely. Some mechanism that improves fairness of unused resource
allocation is needed.
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